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CONSUMER BENEFITS AND SOLUTIONS
IN OPEN ELECTRICITY MARKETS

Abstract

Liberalization of electricity markets aims at fostering competitiveness of economy,
reducing costs and improving quality. These goals introduce new opportunities and
require adequate solutions for the position of consumers. Transparent pricing and tariffs,
freedom to choose a supplier, a possibility to decide on preferred primary source, e.g.
renewables, are some of the benefits. Security, reliability and quality of supply are a
challenge in the unbundled environment, to be solved accordingly as well as the non-
discrimination, access and connection to the grid. The paper presents consumer-related
experiences in liberalized electricity markets, based on the developments in Austria since
the full market opening on October 1, 2001. The issues covered include grid access,
consumer switching, price and tariff developments. The concept of incentive- and quality-
regulation is mentioned briefly, concluding with security of supply issues and impacts of
the European Union legislation [1].

PREDNOSTI l RJEŠENJA POLOŽAJA POTROŠAČA NA OTVORENOM
TRŽIŠTU ELEKTRIČNE ENERGIJE

Sažetak

Glavni ciljevi otvaranja tržišta električne energije obuhvaćaju pored ekonomske
efikasnosti, smanjenje troškova i poboljšanje kvalitete. Ti ciljevi otvaraju nove mogućnosti
te zahtijevaju odgovarajuća rješenja brojnih čimbenika koji određuju položaj potrošača.
Cijene i tarife određene na osnovi stvarnih troškova, slobodni odabir opskrbljivača prema
najpovoljnijoj ponudi, te mogućnost izbora željene primarne energije - na primjer
obnovljivih izvora - neke su od prednosti. Sigurnost, pouzdanost i kvaliteta opskrbe
električnom energijom predstavljaju u isto vrijeme izazove u razdvojenom sistemu s
reguliranim mrežnim monopolom i proizvodnjom kao dijelom slobodnog tržišta. U članku
su prikazana iskustva vezana uz položaj potrošača električne energije u Austriji, od
potpunog otvaranja tržišta 1. listopada 2001. godine. Osim pravila za pristup mreži i
promjenu opskrbljivača u radu je prikazan i razvoj mrežnih tarifa i cijena energije.

1 The author is Director Network & Technology at E-Control and Chairman of the CEER (Council of
European Energy Regulators) Task Force Cross Border Trade
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Spomenuta je regulacija učinkovitosti i kvalitete ("incentive and quality regulation") te dan
osvrt na sigurnost opskrbe sa stajališta regulatora energetskih djelatnosti u Europskoj
Uniji. Na kraju, prikazane su odrednice nove EU direktive o tržištu električne energije [1],
koje se posebno odnose na položaj potrošača u otvorenom tržištu električne energije.

1. INTRODUCTION

Prior to the full opening of Austrian electricity market, exhaustive tests were conducted
and market arrangements [3] defined. In the future, the present rate-of-return regulation
will be replaced by the incentive regulation with price-cap. Complementary to the
incentives for increasing efficiency of the grid operators, the new regulation will introduce
standards, monitoring methods and regulatory measures for security, quality and
reliability of supply. The position of consumers in the open electricity market is impacted
by the market model, market arrangements and regulatory environment. It is further
dependent on the switching process, prices & tariffs and security of supply, that are
addressed in this paper. A common platform for the future evolution of the electricity
market in the European Union is defined in the new Directive [1] that specifies many key
concepts and requirements related to the consumers' position.

2. AUSTRIAN MARKET MODEL AND REGULA TORY ENVIRONMENT

Regulated third party access to the grid, ex-ante definition of tariffs, balance group
system with bilateral contracts and balancing market, are some key characteristics of the
Austrian electricity market. The market organization is shown in Figure 1.

cc

P = programs/schedules M = metering data
CS = custcmer switching info CC = contracts
BP = Balandnq Power € = accountinq & bUtinq

Figure 1. Austrian market model - market players, information and financial flows
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2.1.Market-Start tests

Prior to the actual market opening in 2001, extensive tests and on-line simulations of
single components and of the whole market operation have been carried on. The market-
start testing was important not only to ensure appropriate functioning and provide that
every participant, process and activity follow the market arrangements

It was essential also to ensure - when the market starts its operation - the non-
discriminatory treatment of all parties, especially consumers. The market-test activities
consisted of several steps.

• Balancing, clearing & settlement: After the decision to fully open the electricity
market and completion of the Austrian Electricity Act in 2000 [2], the two clearing
and settlement agencies have been awarded the license through the public tender.
Their responsibility included provisioning and testing of the balancing market-place,
clearing & settlement software and the integration of the IT and organizational
components required for setting-up the balancing market.

• Testing of IT components and communication infrastructure: In this phase that
started a year before the actual market opening on October 1, 2001, market
participants were testing their software applications on functionality and consistency,
building and testing the communication infrastructure for exchange of all the
information and data required, as indicated in Figure 1.

• Certification and approval of balance group representatives: During the preparation
and market-start testing, all the market participants registering with the clearing &
settlement (C&S) agencies to participate at the balancing market - i.e. all the
balance group representatives - were tested and certified on IT compatibility and
compatibility with the market arrangements by the C&S agencies. After passing
these tests they were awarded the final license and approval by E-Control.

• Integration testing and simulation of the whole market by all the market participants
has been carried on during the summer 2001, prior to the actual market start. This
included the simulations of normal market operation, exceptions handling and other
unforeseen conditions, performed according to the test-cases and scenarios
developed by E-Control in co-operation with the market participants and executed in
simulated conditions from the clearing & settlement agencies.

2.2.Regulatory environment and responsibilities

The Austrian Federal Minister of Economics .and Labor is the highest electricity authority
in those electricity matters in which the responsibility for execution is at the federal level.
The regulatory authorities are Energie-Control GmbH and Energie-Control Kommission.
Energie-Control GmbH is a private, non-profit company with a share capital of
€3,700,000; established with a view to discharging the regulatory tasks in the electricity
and natural gas sector. The shares of this company are exclusively reserved for the
Austrian Federal State - Bund - and managed by the Federal Minister of Economics and
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Labor on behalf of the Bund. Energie-Control GmbH is entitled to charge and invoice
individually, in four identical partial amounts at the beginning of every quarter of a
business year, the operators of ultra-high voltage grids to finance its tasks regarding the
electricity market, as well as the gas control area managers to perform its tasks regarding
the natural gas market, a fee covering the cost of its operations. The total level of this
financing fee is assessed on the basis of expenses estimated for the respective business
year (budget) of Energie-Control GmbH. Any profits or losses for previous years are
taken into account when making this estimate. Such estimate is prepared by Energie-
Control GmbH and approved by the supervisory board prior to the beginning of the
respective business year. The tasks of Energie-Control GmbH encompass the following
areas:

• Creation of framework conditions including market arrangements, grid & distribution
codes, price comparisons, cross-border supplies complying with EU requirements
and publishing general information on the activity sphere in an appropriate way;

• Monitoring and supervisory functions;

Settlement of disputes:

• Monitoring compliance with provisions assigned, in line with the Austrian
Renewables Act [5];

• Organizational aspects of compensation payments between system operators;

• Execution of provisions on stranded costs; and

• Statistical work.

A special commission, Energie-Control Kommission is set up with a view to performing
the functions referred to in section 16 of Austrian Energy Regulatory Authorities Act [2],
including among others: approving the grid operators' general terms and conditions,
determining tariffs for system use and other tariffs according to the section 25 of
Electricity Act [2], ruling on the justification of refusal of grid access, etc. Energie-Control
Kommission is composed of three members to be appointed by the Federal Government.
One of these members is drawn from among the judiciary. In appointing this member, the
Federal Government takes account of a slate of three names proposed by the President
of the Supreme Court. The remaining two members are appointed on a proposal of the
Federal Minister of Economics and Labor. Appointments are made in such a way as to
ensure that one of these two members has relevant technical expertise and that the other
has legal and economic expertise. The term of office of members of Energie-Control
Kommission is five years that can be renewed. The Federal Minister of Economics and
Labor appoints a substitute member for each member of the Energie-Control
Kommission. Further details on functions, responsibilities and organization of the Austrian
energy regulatory framework are contained in [2].
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2.3. Grid access and connection

General terms and conditions for users' (generators and consumers) access to the grid
are one of the key components of the market arrangements. They specify among others:
arrangements between the grid operator and the user, technical & organizational
obligations by the user and by the grid as well as other related issues concerning
metering & billing, customer switching conditions, etc. The grid, distribution and metering
codes, as well as the other market rules are contained in separate works and dynamically
referred to from the general terms and conditions. Specific details on the definition of
customer position, customer protection and other related issues can be read in the
market arrangements [3] available at www.e-control.at. Besides the grid access, general
terms and conditions exist also for the balance group representatives, and clearing &
settlement agencies. A separate work specifies the general terms and conditions for the
balance group representatives for renewable energy. The latter is a concept resulting
from the Austrian Renewables Act [4].

3. CONSUMER SWITCHING

Consumer switching is influenced by many impacts, the most important being:

• energy prices & incentives to switch;
• relation between the energy prices and grid tariffs in the total cost of electricity; and
• transparent and well defined switching process.

Figure 2. Consumer switching process in the Austrian electricity market

The consumer switching process in the Austrian electric power market is illustrated in
Figure 2. The switching is possible within 5 weeks (25 working days) from the request, if
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there are no errors in the information required for the switching and no corrections
needed. In case of dispute with the old supplier, E-Control acts as an arbiter and replies
within the 5 days on whether the switching can take place or not. At present, the metering
point identification numbers of all the consumers in Austria are stored in a distributed
manner by the distribution grid operators and must be provided both on the electric power
bill and during the switching process to the new and old supplier.

The consumer switching rates in Austria vary between the different grid areas both in
terms of number of consumers that switched the supplier and in terms of annual
consumption of these switched consumers. The later depends on the category of
consumer, e.g. industrial, small-medium enterprises (SME) or households. Figures 3 and
4 present the different scopes of switching rates in Austria.
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Figure 3. Percentage of consumers and of annual energy consumption that switched
supplier, since the full market opening until September 2002, per Austrian
federal province (Source: E-Control)
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Figure 4. Percentage of consumers & annual energy consumption per consumer
group/category that switched supplier, since the full market opening until
September 2002, country-wide (Source: E-Control)
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For a comparison, the consumer switching rates in some European Union countries,
since their full opening of electricity market are shown in Table 1.

Germany large consumers
Germany small consumers
Portugal large consumers
GB industry
GB small customers
Sweden industry
Sweden small customers

20-30%
5-10%
5-10%
>50%
30-50%
100%
10-20%

Table 1. Consumer switching rates in some European countries [5]

Although no general rules can be derived from the figures presented, it is obvious that in
the more mature markets, the switching rates are higher. Furthermore, when the prices
and tariffs are transparent and cost-reflective, the switching rates reflect the real benefits
in changing the suppliers, resulting from the competition in a liquid market.

4. DEVELOPMENT OF PRICES AND TARIFFS

When full liberalization of the Austrian electricity market entered into effect E-Control
began monitoring the price behavior of the monopolistic grid operators and setting use of
system charges. Since October 2001 until September 2002 average system charges
have fallen by as much as 17 percent in some grid zones. The main factor taken into
account when establishing system charges is grid operators' potential for productivity
increases. In all, the tariff reductions brought Austrian electricity consumers annual
savings of some €145 millions. On closer inspection it is seen that average tariff
reductions hide variations between grid levels. For instance, while it was mainly domestic
consumers who benefited in Styria, in Burgenland industrial consumers, too, enjoyed
lower use of system charges. The absolute levels of use of system charges differ from
one grid zone to another. Average charges are lower in Vienna, Lower Austria and the
western provinces than in other grid zones. A nationwide comparison of average tariff
reductions shows that the most pronounced savings were enjoyed by customers at grid
levels 7 and 5, while the changes at other grid levels were ranging from 0.1 to 2 percent.

4.1. Residential electricity prices

Residential consumers enjoyed scattered price reductions in the run-up to liberalization,
and the price cuts multiplied as liberalization progressed. However, the doubling of
electricity tax in 2000, and other levies and taxes (e.g. the stranded costs charge, CHP
surcharge and "green" power levy) cut into the savings. Price changes (mostly
reductions) occurred in 2002, the amounts varying between grid levels. These
adjustments had less to do with falls in suppliers' electricity prices than with the changes
in grid operators' charges imposed by E-Control. An overview is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Residential prices (3,500 kWh) by grid zones in 2002, €Cents/kWh including
taxes and levies

4.2. Industrial electricity prices

Following decades of continuous increases, the electricity prices charged to large
industrial consumers have fallen in the wake of market opening. At the end of 2002 the
prices paid by some large-scale industrial consumers for electricity alone, net of system
use charges, taxes and levies, were below wholesale levels. The prices paid by medium-
sized industrial consumers for electricity alone were in the order of €20-25/MWh, while
smaller firms and large commercial businesses are paying €25-29/MWh.

4.3. Comparison of EU residential electricity prices
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Figure 6. EU residential electricity prices (3,500 kWh/year), excluding taxes and levies
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Austrian residential electricity prices are located around a median position in an
international comparison as shown in Figure 6. While prices have risen in some countries
in recent years, in Austria they have decreased as a result of liberalization. Austrian
residential prices were still slightly above the European average in 1999, but were below
it by the start of 2002. Austria has thus run counter to the overall European trend.

4.4. Changes in levies

Since the amendment of the Austrian Electricity Act [2] tariff consumers' electricity prices
have been broken down into separate components. This has led to some changes in the
system of levies and support payments. Figure 7 gives an overview of the amounts of the
levies and surcharges in the different grid areas. The differences between grid zones
mainly arise from those between the consumption levies (governed by provincial
legislation), the CHP surcharges and the "green" power surcharges (phased out at the
end of 2002). Apart from support payments to CHP plants, the EIWOG 2000 provided for
the subsidizing of "renewables". Since October 1, 2001, the provincial governors have
been gradually issuing orders setting minimum injection tariffs for renewables and CHP
plants, as well as surcharges on the use of system charges for such capacity. Use of the
option provided by the law of graduating charges according to grid levels has only been
made by Upper Austria (renewables surcharge) and Salzburg (CHP surcharge). This
approach indirectly leads to differences between categories of consumers as it affects the
amounts they pay for given supply volumes and voltages.
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Figure 7. Levies and surcharges by grid zones (3,500 kWh/year) status as of October
1,2002
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Under an order of the Minister of Economic Affairs and Labor, the grid operators will
continue to collect compensation for the stranded costs related to the closure of the
Voitsberg 3 power station until June 30, 2006; they pay these contributions on to E-
Control (legal maximum of total of €132.61 millions). Since 1996 network based energy
forms - oil, gas and electricity - have been subject to energy tax. In mid-2000 the Minister
of Finance increased the energy tax on electricity from 0.75 cents/kWh to 1.5 cents/kWh.
Since January 1, 2003, the CHP and renewables levies shown in Figure 7 have been
integrated and replaced by the uniform levies and tariffs at the federal level, following the
Austrian Renewables Act [4].

5. DEVELOPMENTS IMPACTING THE POSITION OF CONSUMERS

Security of supply is among the key issues influencing the position of consumers in the
liberalized electricity market. The traditional rate-of-return (RoR) regulation that is usually
used at the beginning of liberalization process in different markets, introduces limited
incentives for efficiency, productivity and cost reduction. The RoR regulation can
therefore also result in an extremely high and therefore too expensive security of supply,
because the rate of return is calculated based on capital employed. The incentive (e.g.
price cap) regulation on the other side, can lead to a decrease of security of supply if
quality and reliability are not defined and included into regulation. The regulatory
challenge lies in finding a balance between the two extremes, matching efficiency,
productivity and security of supply.

5.1.Responsibility for security of supply

Different Member States and regions are at different stages in the process of market
liberalization. Therefore, some regions of the internal market may develop more quickly
than others towards the common objectives. In addition, some regulators have adopted a
more market-based approach to ensuring security of supply, while others have adopted a
more centralized approach. Consequently it is not straightforward to clearly define the
responsibility of market participants with regard to security of supply in the European
Union. Nevertheless, a common pattern of the split of responsibility for security of supply,
between the different stakeholders can be identified:

• The governments maintain the power and the responsibility of defining strategic
goals;

• The regulators are responsible for defining and implementing appropriate market
design, rules and arrangements that ensure security of supply;

• The TSOs (ISOs) and DSOs (Transmission (Independent) and Distribution System
Operators) are responsible for maintaining the operational security of supply
according to the defined rules;
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• The more mature the electricity market, the fewer the interactions between
governments and regulators in general. However security of supply seems to require
continuous supervision and monitoring even in the mature markets;

• In crisis situations, the regulator acts as an advisory body to the ministry, who in turn
co-ordinates with the executive power the emergency measures required. It must be
emphasized that a "crisis" refers here to the situations external to the market like
e.g. natural catastrophes or similar. A market development such as extreme prices
shall never be used as an excuse for "declaring" a crisis.

It is not simple to define a general rule on when to regulate and when to leave the
security of supply issues to the market, but fundamental conclusions can be driven:

• Harmonization of the responsibilities for security of supply among different
stakeholders, although desirable, lies beyond the scope of the regulators;

• It is essential that market participants clearly understand their respective
responsibilities for ensuring security of supply. This information needs to be
transparent and up-to-date, for example reflecting changes in organizational and
political circumstances. This is of primary interest for security of supply in the
common IBM (Internal Electricity Market) and for the position of consumers;

• Methods and practices to address security of supply, decided at the level of a single
country need to be harmonized across the country-members of the integrated
market in order to maximize the benefits. In the implementation and enhancements
of the rules and practices, as well as for any harmonization - also in the definition of
the required harmonization level itself - a tight co-operation of the regulators (CEER)
and Electricity Regulatory Forum (Florence Process) is required;

• The legal issues and responsibility/duties of each national regulator must be taken
into account too. One of the goals in "harmonization" is to define the minimal
necessary set of rules, which are required for successful "regional" and/or lEM-wide
security of supply in the future. These rules will need to take into account the
requirements on consumers' position as defined in the Directive [1];

• A large part of the topics covered, will remain a local/country issue, but because of
the already emerging electricity market regionalization, a close co-operation,
exchange of information and common activity on possible harmonization seems
reasonable, to the extent that different country approaches adversely affect security
of supply situation in neighboring countries;

• Over the next two years the UCTE 1 & 2 zones re-synchronization will progress and
the security of supply situation in the European Union will have to be looked closely
upon too. For that purpose a common task has been defined with the CEER WGs
Security of Supply and Electricity, to discuss and monitor the development of the
new UCTE Operational Handbook and UCTE re-synchronization from the regulatory
viewpoint.
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5.2.EU legislation

The basis for the future development of the European Union Internal Electricity Market is
laid down in the new Electricity Directive [1]. Some important aspects of the Directive, that
impact the position of the consumer are summarized:

• Definition of public service obligations and requirements on customer protection,
including also supplier of last resort, are contained in Article 3 of the Directive;

• Article 4 specifies the requirements for the monitoring of security of supply by the
responsible authorities, to be provided for by the European Union Member States;

• Article 5 specifies the requirements on technical rules - e.g. grid codes - which must
specify also all the aspects of connecting consumers to the grid;

• Protection of consumers by regulatory authorities is specified in Article 23 of the
Directive;

• Finally, the Annex A of the Directive gives a detailed overview of the consumer
protection measures that have to be complied with in the European Union Member
States.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Energy prices and grid tariffs, transparent and easy switching of supplier, freedom of
choice as well as security and quality of supply are the key impacts on the position of
consumer in the liberalized electricity market. The experiences and developments of
these aspects in Austria since the full market opening have been presented. A
comparative overview at the European Union level is given where appropriate. With
significant improvements achieved in terms of efficiency, reduction of costs and
transparency since the market opening, some questions need to be addressed further.
These include: focusing on security, reliability and quality of supply, customer protection
in line with the new EU Directive [1], improvements in cost-orientation and transparency,
as well as harmonization of national markets. One of the key issues appears to be
efficient unbundling according to the Directive [1] and in parallel to that, application of
binding technical rules at the international and national level for secure system operation.
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